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Why is Education Important?
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Origins of Modern Education:

� Early part of 20th Century- growth of 

industrialization, mass communication and 

advance of transportation.

� Transformation in the society: from agrarian  to � Transformation in the society: from agrarian  to 

industrial.

� Society: Increasingly Complex

� Mass Education necessary in a highly complex 

society to prepare children to ‘share effectively in 

adult activities’
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Function of Education

� Dual function- preparing individuals  for the 

complexity  of work  in a modern industrialized 

society while inculcating acceptance of and 

belief in the necessity of a highly class-stratified  

and hierarchical society.

Concern- formation of minds and habits of � Concern- formation of minds and habits of 

future workers and managers who would be 

trained by institutions of higher learning 

(Dewey, 1997)- regimented form.

� Mass system of education reflected the 

ideologies and desires of the dominant class in 

the society. (Rooted in Capitalism)
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Function of Education

� Agrarian forms of life- independence, innovation and 

ingenuity necessary and natural fruits of rural life.

� Life in a factory- dependence on owners, acceptance 

of monotony and obedience- reinforced and 

encouraged.encouraged.

� Factory experience and many aspects of modern 

education began to take many similarities.

� Education- gradually moved away from 

enlightenment-era ideas of liberal education-

inculcating virtue- to preparation of future managers 

to support and propagate  industrial-capitalist order.
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What is a class room? 

� Is class room just  a physical structure?

Desks, Blackboards, Projector and four walls?

� Or is it a Social space?

Interplay of materials, structures and 
environments, both inside and outside 
institutional spaces. institutional spaces. 

� Educational spaces such as classrooms are social 
spaces that “produce” and “reproduce” modes of 
social interactions and social practices while also 
mediating the relational and pedagogical 
practices that operate within (Lefebvre, 1991; 
Massey, 2005).
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What is a classroom?

� Classroom as a conceived space- We have a 
representation. 

� These spaces are dominant spaces in a society and are 
linked to “the relations of production and to the “order” 
which those relations impose, and hence to knowledge”

� For example, when sending children  to an educational � For example, when sending children  to an educational 
institution, the spaces of knowledge accumulation and 
production are often derived from our thinking and ideas 
about children. If children are perceived as competent 
and capable agents in their own lives who have 
something meaningful to say (Danby & Farrell, 2004) it 
stands to reason that they are more likely to be consulted 
about their education and that the spaces of learning 
would be less regulated.
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Classroom as a space

� ‘Siberias’ ‘Andamans’ or ’LOCs’ in classrooms!

� By Sitting in the rear corners students act out their 
desire for distance from the source of authority- the 
front.

� Students avoid sitting near teachers for practical 
reasons  (easier to nap, pay less attention, have 
freedom to do their things)freedom to do their things)

� But they also do so because they learn to see 
classroom authority figures as people to resist.

� Is  the choice of the student to sit in the back of the 
classroom a sign of student not wanting to learn?

� A sign that the student does not want to learn in the 
traditional-passive style!
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Classroom Interactions:

� Monologues or Dialogues?
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� Dialogue

• Horizontal relationship.

• A B

= Communication

Anti-dialogue

•Vertical relationship

•A

•B
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Dialogue

How do we know things?
� Dialogue characterizes an epistemological 

relationship- a way of knowing. 

� Commitment to dialogue is based on our 

recognition that the process of knowing is not recognition that the process of knowing is not 

merely individualistic but is social in 

character.

� Dialogue presents itself as an indispensable 

component of the process of both learning

and knowing.
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Dialogue

� Dialogue not as a technique, a mere 

technique, which we can use to help us get 

some results.

� Dialogue must not be understood as a kind of 

tactic we use to make students our friends.tactic we use to make students our friends.

� This would make dialogue a technique for 

manipulation instead of illumination.

� Dialogue must be understood as something 

taking part in the very historical nature of 

human beings. It is part of our historical 

progress in becoming human being
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Dialogue 
� Dialogue is a moment where humans meet to 

reflect on their reality as they make and remake it.

� We are communicative beings who communicate to 
each other as we become more able to transform 
our reality, we are able to know that we know, 
which is something more than just knowing.which is something more than just knowing.

� we know that we know, and we human beings 
know also that we don't know. Through dialogue, 
reflecting together on what we know and don't 
know, we can then act critically to transform 
reality.
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Dialogue

� The object to be known is put on the table 

between the two subjects of knowing. They 

meet around it and through it for mutual

inquiry.inquiry.
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Does all this mean that Educator has no 

prior knowledge of the object?

� Of course, the educator has had a certain  
intellectual experience in picking this object 
for study before the students meet it in the 
classroom, and in painting it or presenting 
it for discussion. 
classroom, and in painting it or presenting 
it for discussion. 

� This prior contact of the educator with the 
object to be known does not mean 
nevertheless that the teacher has 
exhausted all the efforts and dimensions

in knowing the object.
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Dialogue as a process of knowing

� The ability of the educator to know the object is 
remade

every time through the students' own ability for 
knowing, for developing critical comprehension in 
themselves.themselves.

� Dialogue is the sealing together of the teacher and 
the students in the joint act of knowing and re-
knowing the object of study. Then, instead of 
transfer-ring the knowledge statically, as a fixed 
possession of the teacher, dialogue demands a 
dynamic approximation towards the object.
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Critical Thinking And Naive Thinking

� Naive thinking sees ‘historical time as a weight , a 

stratification of the acquisitions and experiences 

of the past ’ from which the present should 

emerge ‘normalized’ and ‘well behaved’.

� For a naive thinker , the important thing is � For a naive thinker , the important thing is 

accommodation to this normalized ‘today’.

� Naive thinker-lives Critical thinker-exists, he/she 

reflects- a deeper involvement in the process of 

becoming.
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Have you faced hot moments in 

a classroom?

� Hot moments occur when people's feelings - often conflictual -- rise 
to a point that threatens teaching and learning. They can occur 
during the discussion of issues people feel deeply about, or as a 
result of classroom dynamics in any field. 

� For some instructors, hot moments are the very stuff of classroom 
life. They thrive on such moments, encourage them, and use them 
for pointed learning. Others abhor hot moments and do everything 
life. They thrive on such moments, encourage them, and use them 
for pointed learning. Others abhor hot moments and do everything 
possible to prevent or stifle them. 

� For them, conflict prevents learning. Fortunately all of us can 
develop techniques to handle the unavoidable difficult moments. 
Using them can open doors to topics formerly avoided and 
classroom dynamics formerly neglected. Most importantly, 
exploring these tensions can lead to deep learning.
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Hot moments:

� Caste/Social Organization  (Kashmir/Indian 

society).

� Gender.

� Religion.� Religion.

� Politics.
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Describe this comic picture
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Our sense of fairness!
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Critical Thinking!
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